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P.Duk.inv. 729, Magical Formulae 
D. R. Jordan 

ROM THE COLLECTION at Duke University I publish here 
a fragmentary opisthographic papyrus with magical 
formulae in a script of IIp or IIIp.1 The ↕ side has three 

recipes: for a love-potion to be given to a woman, for a spell to 
make a man mute before a woman and thus hateful to her, for 
another to bring a woman to a man through the use perhaps of 
inscribed magical charaktêres. There follow, on the ↔ side, 
directions for an entreaty of the Sun, which would have filled 
that side and continued on another leaf. Words in the fragmen-
tary parts of the entreaty suggest that it could be used as a 
charm to win favor. 

The papyrus, I assume, is a leaf from a codex. The height of 
the leaf as we have it is 0.133. Preserved top and bottom 
margins are 0.014 and 0.021 respectively, thus in the ratio of 
2:3 that E. G. Turner considers typical of codex leaves;2 pre-
sumably then the original height is preserved, at least ap-
 

1 I thank John F. Oates and the Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special 
Collections Library of Duke University for permission to publish this text, 
Joachim Quack (Heidelberg) for general advice about the Egyptian 
vocables, and Barry T. Clarke (London) for information on the biology of 
Egyptian batrachia (lines 13–16); I am very grateful to Grace Ioannidou 
(Komotini) and Armand Leroi (London) for putting me in touch with Dr. 
Clarke. 

Special abbreviations: Brashear = W. M. Brashear, “The Greek Magical 
Papyri: an Introduction and Survey; Annotated Bibliography (1928–1994),” 
ANRW II.18.5 (1995) 3380–3684; HDA = H. Bächtold-Stäubli and E. Hoff-
mann-Krayer (eds.), Handwörterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens (Berlin 1927–42, 
repr. 1987); PGM = K. Preisendanz, Papyri graecae magicae2  (Stuttgart 1973–
74); SupplMag = R. W. Daniel and F. Maltomini, Supplementum Magicum 
(Opladen 1990–92). All measurements are in meters. In the transcription 
and text below, * = charaktêr. 

2 E. G. Turner, The Typology of the Early Codex (Philadelphia 1977) 25. 
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proximately. The height of the text-block of the papyrus, made 
up of 27 lines on each side, is 0.107. Letters are lost at the right 
on the ↕ side, at the left on the ↔ side; the average width of the 
block may be reconstructed with fair certainty as ca 0.094. To 
the left of the text on the ↕ side is a preserved margin of 0.010; 
presumably the same stood at the right; therefore the original 
width of the leaf was at least ca 0.114. The format would have 
been rather small and squarish, H. 0.133 x min. W. 0.114, 
much like that of Turner’s Group 10 (Typology 22). There is no 
kollêsis, but this is not surprising in a leaf of a codex of such 
small size. If the leaf is in fact from a codex, the codex may well 
have consisted of a collection of magical formulae. 

Features of script worth noting are Û and the singly-dotted u:              
and the abbreviations muri]k!  no doubt for mur¤k(v)s(on) (18) 
and etek- for ¶tek(en) (23). Where the left-hand parts of lines 
are preserved (on the ↕ side), we see that the recipes are sep-
arated with paragraphoi; the second, the third, and possibly the 
first recipes beginning in ekthesis. Occasionally there is an up-
per bar over a few letters of a magical word. The right-hand 
ends of lines on the ↔ side are not very evenly aligned.  

Except in efiw, pe›n, and poie›, ei is spelled i. 
 

P.Duk.inv. 729       H. 0.133, max.pr. W. 0.114   IIp or IIIp 
PLATES 1–23 

Transcription: 
↕ 1        po!imonpepira!m[     ]onu:             popollvn labv[  
   2 lonampelouthar[   ]teraxiridu!idaktuloi! k̀[ 
   3 ei!thndejianxirakaikayupograconei!t[ 
   4 Z

r   taupokimenaonomatakaigaraporrh[  
   5 mae!tinth!afr̀[.]dith!azandv  iaza[ 
   6 azara`oiabalh[   ]armarida fnouni a 
   7 zayevou abra!a`j eee hh iiii ooooo[ 
   8 vvvvvvvfil`[.]tvmeh@ton@yivk[ 
   9 rhtvkaiakatapau!tvervtiu:             potajeem[ 
 10 hdh*btaxu[*.] klu! ò[.]tof[.]llonenakratv`[ 
 11 ..[       ]2-3[              ]u![  ]do!peinkai.[ 
 

3 Color photographs can be viewed at http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/ 
papyrus/records/729.html. 
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 12 v!te!![                                   ]                 [ 
             _       [                       ]                 [ 
 13      murikh!i`[                             ]uu:             gronka.ay[ 
 14 go!kaibal`[                       ]!tonombriouu:             g̀[ 
 15 H

m  meurh[                            ]oulabvntoaim[ 
 16 ei!derm[   ]n[                     ]conkaientvela[ 
 17 onyeli!m[                            ]abrak braba`[ 
 18 abraba`[.].[                        ]k!toǹ@pro!th[ 
           ___ 
 19       katade!m.[                            ]poih!h!to[ 
 20 jh!dia.[                                ]ankrinhe[ 
 21 poieip[                                 ]ka!iterin[ 
 22 rajont[                                ]filitvme[ 
 23 tek-h@ `[                  ]ca 2peript[ 
 24 tablan[                              ]tikatad.[ 
 25 pti!tika[                             ] * * * * [ 
 26 iai * * * [                                  ]..[ 
 27 h@diatv[ 
 

↔ 28    ]ntuxia!pro!     poieide[    ]pantapr̀ò! `nomon 
 29    ]a!thrionkaiyumou!hgemò[.]vnkaipro!pa!an 
 30   ]no!ayeli!entunxanin e!ti[.]e      xairemoio 
 31     ]vnektouulvdou!dia!thmato!a!terekmhf 
 32     ]rkmhf  afypaioarxomeno!pai!kailhgvnpre! 
 33     ]pitoulvtouvoourano!ègenetokvma!thri 
 34     ]xeroubixairemoiabra!a[  ]kaloumeno!ayer 
 35     ]htvrelveu !uÛomega!a`rouhr !uÛomega! 
 36     ]a`loumeno!enmemfihfa[.]!to! !uÛto!toixion 
 37   ].htontogenhyenentvaenav dionaug̀h. 
 38     ].[.]! `dionzvhkaiy.natò! `apa`[.].envnei! 
 39         ]v`naaivnvn[  ]or.[       ]ǹt[.]!oumi..Ûò 
 40        ].papurv[                               ].r..*n 
 41    ].a`èhiouvpr[                              ]bioubibio[ 
 42    ]ioukaitokrupto[n                     ]anati 
 43 ]l`ampr[o]! `Ûlaro*! `[                      ]poih!on 
 44 ].ilaronepik̀a`[                              ]..òti! `è 
 45  ]evbafr̀enè[                               ]aeueaÛ 
 46 ]l`iyomenoiom[                                 ]..[.]nyevrh!h! 
 47 ].tonaivna`[                                     ]Ämiyra!ou 
 48 ]m̀arbaxarba[                                  ]hfiv 
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 49 ]aivni.[                                           ].ekai 
 50 ]kaiakata`[                                    ].v 
 51 ] vraxif[                                   poi]h!o– 
 52 ]ktina! ò[                                        ].oa 
 53     ].[                                                ]thn 
 54                                                    ].! `oaivn 
 
1 ecthesis  here less than in 13 and 19     2 k̀[: vertical at edge of break at right     8 l̀[: 
diagonal rising into break at right     10 ò[: loop opening into break at right     11 .[: 
vertical at edge of break at right     14 l̀[ or x`[     g`[: vertical at edge of break at right     

17 à[ or v`[     18 a` or v̀     20 .[: lower tip of diagonal rising into break     23 @̀[: 
upper tip of diagonal descending into break at right and below     37 ].: vertical split 

by break     40 ǹ or v`      
 

Text: 
↕ 1  PÒsimon pepirasm̀[°n]on ÍpÚ poll«n. v Lab∆[n ©n fÊl-] 
  2 lon émp°lou tª ér[is]terò xir‹ dus‹ daktÊloiw, k̀[atãyew] 
  3 efiw tØn dejiån x›ra ka‹ kayupÒgracon efiw t`[Ú fÊllon] 
  4 z(mÊ)r(n˙) v tå Ípok¤mena ÙnÒmata, ka‹ går épÒrrh[ta. TÚ  
        ˆno-] 
  5 mã §stin t∞w ÉAfròd¤thw: «Azandv v Iaza[        ca 8        ] 
  6 azar̀aoiabalh[ca 2]a`rmarÅiÄda v fnou v nia[        ca 8        ] 
  7 zayevòu Abrasaj eee v hh v iiii v ooooo[v uuuuuu] 
  8 vvvvvvv. Fil`[¤]tv me ≤ d(e)›(na) tÚn d(e)›(na) y¤ƒ ka`[‹   
        épor-] 
  9 rÆtƒ ka‹ ékatapaÊstƒ ¶rvti. ÑUpÒtaje §m̀[o‹ t“ d(e)›(na).] 
10 ÖHdh bÄ, taxÁ [b]Ä.» [ÖE]klusò[n] tÚ f[Ê]llon §n ékrãtƒ`  
        [o‡nƒ ka‹ (?)] 
11 ca 2[   ca 4   ]ca 2[        ca 9        ]us̀[1-2] dÚw pe›n ka‹  .[       ca 8        ß-] 
12 vw tess̀[arãkiw.      v       a       c  ]    a     [           t         ] 
     [–]– 
13 MurikÆsi`[on. v Lab∆n ÉOmbr¤o]u ÍgrÒn, kat`ãy[ew efiw êg-] 
14 gow ka‹ bãl`[e gÊrinon (?) efiw skepa]stÚn (?) ÉOmbr¤ou Íg̀[rÒn. 
        Metå] 
15 ≤m(°raw) *m eÍrÆ[siw §n t“ êggi frËnon (?),] o lab∆n tÚ aÂm[a 
        grãcon] 
16 efiw d°rm[a ∂]ǹ [y°liw mis›n. âIta grã]con ka‹ §n t“ §lã`[smati] 
17 ˘n y°liw m[urikvy∞nai. «       ca 6      ]abrak braba`[       ca 6       ] 

18 abraba`[.].[ vox magica,  mur¤]k(v)s(on) tÚn d(e)›(na) prÚw tØ[n 
        d(e)›(na).»] 
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     — 
19 Katãdesm[ow              ] poiªw tå TO[     ca 5      ê-] 
20 j˙w diå [(e.g.) xaraktÆrvn, §]ån kr¤n˙, §[ån mÆ kr¤n˙.] 
21 Poie› pã[nta. Lab∆n tãblan] kasiter¤n[hn §gxã-] 
22 rajon t`[oÁw xarakt∞raw ka‹:] «Fil¤tv` me [tÚn d(e)›(na), ˘n ¶-] 
23 tek(en) ≤̀ d̀(e)›(na), [≤ d(e)›(na), ∂n ¶tek(en) ≤ d(e)›(na), ka‹ §n  
      pã]s̀˙̀ peript[≈si.» ÉEp‹ (d¢?) tØn] 
24 tãblaǹ̀ [taÊthn §gxãrajon ka‹] ˜̀ti: «Katad« [tØn d(e)›(na)  
        afigu-] 
25 ptist‹ k̀[atå toË megãlou yeoË:]  *   *   *   *   [ *   *   *  ] 
26 IAI   *   *   *   [  *   *   *   *   *   * ]  * `: [Fil¤tv me] 
27 ≤ d(e)›(na) diå t«[n xaraktÆrvn toÊtvn.»     v  a  c  a  t  ] 
 

↔ 28 [ÜUmnow §]ntux¤aw prÚw (ÜHlion). Poie› d¢̀ [ka‹] pãnta – prÚ̀w` 
        nÒmon 

29 [ka‹ dik]astÆrion ka‹ yumoÁw ≤gemÒ̀[n]vn ka‹ prÚw pçsan 
30 [énãgkh]n – ˜sa y°liw §ntugxãnin. v ÖEsti [d]°: vacat «Xa›r°  
        moi, ı 
31 [énat°ll]vn §k toË Íl≈douw diastÆmatow, êster Ekmhf 
32 [Satrape]rkmhf v Afy, pa`› ı érxÒmenow pa›w ka‹ lÆgvn pres- 
33 [bÊthw, ı §]p‹ toË lvtoË, ⁄ ı oÈranÚw` §g°neto kvmastÆri- 
34 [on, ı §pãnv] Xeroubi. Xa›r° moi, Abrasa`[j ı] kaloÊmenow  
        afiỳ°̀- 
35 [riow genn]Ætvr Elveu. v SÁ ‰ ı m°gaw Àrouhr. v SÁ ‰ ı m°gaw 
36 [yeÚw ı §pik]a`loÊmenow §n M°mfi ÜHfa[i]stow. v SÁ ‰ tÚ stoi- 
        x›on 
37 [tÚ ég°n]ǹhton tÚ genhy¢n §n t“ éenãƒ, v diÉ ˘n aÈgÆ, diÉ  
38 [˘n ka‹ skÒ]t`[o]w`, diÉ ˘n zvØ ka‹ yãnatòw`, épÉ a`[È]x`°nvn efiw 
39 [        ca 7        e.g. v SÁ ‰ ı §p‹ t]«`ǹ afi≈nvn [ca 2]ora`[  ca 4  ]. .iò 
40 [         ca 9          to]Ë̀ papur«[now           ca  12        ].rca 2v 
41 [    ca 5    ]. a`èh]iouv pr[kmhm Biou Bibiou] Biou Bibiò[u] 
42 [Biou Bib]iou ka‹ tÚ kruptÚ[n ˆnoma ca 6]anati 
43 [    ca 5     l]amprÒw`, fllarÒw .[         ca  11       ] po¤hso(n) 
44 [lamprÒ]ǹ, fllarÒn. ÉEpik̀a`[loËmai      ca 6   ] . . ˜̀ti se 
45 [ırk¤zi Ia]evbafrenè[moionemoyilarikrifi]aeueaÛ- 
46 [firkira]l`iyomenoiom[enerfabveai, ˜p]v`w` [§]nyevrÆs˙w 
47 [  ca 4   efi]w tÚn afi«na` [         ca  13       ]. M¤yra soù- 
48 [marta] m̀arb`a xarba` [       ca  12       ]hfiv 
49 [    ca 5    ]v? afi«ni .[         ca 12        ] d̀¢ ka‹ 
50 [érrÆtƒ] ka‹ ékatap̀[aÊstƒ      ca 6   ].v 
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51 [    ca 5    ] v`raxif vac. [             ca 17             ]hso(n) 
52 [    ca 5     é]k̀t›nã soù[           ca 14          ].oa 
53 [           ca 9           ].[                ca 18               ]thn 
54 [                          ca 27                            ].w ̀ı afi≈n (?) 

1 pepeirasm°non      u:             p        o pap.      2 xeir¤      3 xe›ra      4  Zr                                                                                pap.      Ípoke¤mena     6 
fnoun ia[i?      8 file¤tv     ye¤ƒ     9 ÍpÒtajai     10 *b pap.     ]Ä pap.     11 pie›n     
13 u:             g         ron pap.     15 Hm  pap.     eÍrÆseiw      16 y°leiw mise›n. E‰ta      17 y°leiw     18 
]k!  pap.     21 kassiter¤nhn     22 file¤tv     23 peript≈sei     26 file¤tv     30 
y°leiw §ntugxãnein     35 e‰ bis     36 M°mfei     e‰     stoixe›on     39 e‰     45 ırk¤zei 
(or ırk¤zv)     51 ]h!o– pap. 

Translation: 
 (↕) (1–13) A drink tested by many. Taking (masc.) one vine leaf in 

the left hand with two fingers, place it in the right hand and write on 
the leaf with myrrh ink the names below—for indeed they are un-
utterable. The name is that of Aphrodite: “AZANDÔ IAZA[  ca 5 ]AZA-
RAOIABALÊ[ca 2]ARMARIDA PHNOUNI AI ZATHEÔOU ABRASAX EEE 

ÊÊ III OOOOO [YYYYYY] ÔÔÔÔÔÔÔ. Let so-and-so (fem.) love me, 
so-and-so (masc.), with a divine and unutterable and inexhaustible 
love. Be subject to me, (to) so-and-so (masc.). At once (twice), quickly 
(twice).” Dissolve the leaf in unmixed wine and ... and give (it to her) 
to drink ... up to four times. 

(13–18) Spell for making mute. Taking Ombrius’ moisture, put it 
into a jug and put a tadpole (?) into Ombrius’ moisture, covered. 
After 40 days you will find in the jug a toad (?), taking the blood of 
which, write onto (its) skin (the name of) her whom you want to hate 
(him). Then write also on the tablet (the name of) him whom you 
want to be made mute: “… ABRAK BRABA … ABRABA … Make so-
and-so (masc.) mute before so-and-so (fem.).” 

(19–27) Binding spell. … to drive by means of charaktêres (?), 
whether she (?) approves or not. It does all. Taking a tin tablet, 
inscribe on it the charaktêres (?) and: “Let so-and-so (fem.), whom so-
and-so bore, love me, so-and-so (masc.), whom so-and-so bore, even 
in any circumstance.” On the tablet write also: “I bind so-and-so 
(fem.) down in Egyptian by the great god (?) (CHARAKTÊRES) IAI 
(CHARAKTÊRES.) Let so-and-so (fem.) love me, so-and-so (masc.), 
because of these charaktêres (?).” 

 (↔) (28–end) Hymn (?) of intercession to Helius. Indeed it does all 
things—in regard to law and lawcourt and passions of magistrates 
and in regard to any need—that you want to succeed by intercession. 
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It is: “Hail, you who rise out of material space, star EKMÊPH SATRA-
PERKMÊPH, APHTH, child (?) who begin a child and end an old man, 
who sit upon the lotus, for whom heaven has become a dancing-
floor, who are above the Cherubim. Hail, Abrasax, called the 
heavenly sire ELÔEU. You are the great AROUÊR. You are the great 
god called Hephaestus in Memphis. You are the unborn element 
born in the eternal, through whom (comes) light, through whom also 
dark (?), through whom life and death, from the narrows (?) into …” 

 
1–12: A love-potion to be made from a leaf inscribed with 

the secret names of Aphrodite that is then dissolved in wine 
and given to a woman. Tested, its title claims; a recipe for a 
divination spell, at PGM III 424–466, has another such 
guarantee: pepe¤ratai ÍpÚ Maney«`ǹo[w “it has been tested by 
Manetho” (439). The leaf here is be put into the right hand and 
then inscribed, presumably with the left; the specification of the 
hand to be used figures elsewhere in the magical texts: at PGM 
XXXVI 257 the left hand is to pick up, from a triple cross-
roads, a potsherd, or at XII 191 to smear the body with oil 
prior to divination; in another divination spell, at I 262–347, in 
summoning the god one holds a staff in the left hand and in-
scribed leaves in the right, but to dismiss him one transfers the 
objects to the other hand. 

3: New in this sense is kayupogrãfein, which in its few previ-
ous attestions has meant “describe” or “append a signature to”: 
LSJ s.v. 

6: Many of the elements in the secret name are unique here, 
and except where there are blank spaces on the papyrus it is 
not clear how it should be articulated. The letters fnou figure 
in Fnoukentabavy, a regular member of the Maskellv 
Maskelli logos, which is discussed at ZPE 100 (1994) 328–329. 
They also appear at SupplMag 44.1, whose editors interpret 
them as fnou<n>, an Egyptian definite article p(h)- plus NOUN 
“abyss”; cf. also PGM LXII 77 fnoon feioouv, VII 401 fnoube-
neei. Is the blank space in fnouvnia[ a mistake? We might have 
expected fnounvia, for we find the independent vocable iai at 
XII 466, perhaps also in 26 below. Zayevou invites comparison 
with 371 zayaivn (Preisendanz: zay Afi≈n?).  

7: eee hh is a mistake for a ee hhh, the intention no doubt be-
ing for the vowels to be written in a conventional form, with 
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one a, two e’s, three h’s, etc., as at SupplMag 3.2 and elsewhere. 
For such use of vowels in magical texts see F. Dornseiff, Das 
Alphabet in Mystik und Magie (Berlin 1925) 35–60, esp. 58. 

8–9: Greek erotic spells call love divine (PGM X 7, XV 3; 
SupplMag 48 J-K 13), inexhaustible (42.52), or both (45.48–49), 
but apparently only here (and infra 50?) “secret” or “unutter-
able.”  

10: Write, that is, ≥dh ≥dh, taxÁ taxÊ, a common phrase at 
the ends of commands in aggressive magic of Roman Imperial 
date, a survivor, evidently, of early Eastern practices, for it is 
found in Akkadian and Phoenician spells of the seventh century 
B.C.: see Th. Gaster, “The Magical Inscription from Arslan 
Tash,” JNES 6 (1944) 186–188. The abbreviation of the Greek 
is found at PGM XII 143, 396, etc.: see my “Notes from 
Carthage,” ZPE 111 (1996) 115–123, at 119. (R. Daniel has 
adduced a single ≥dh also at the end of a request in a papyrus 
document of 254 B.C.: “P.Lond. VII 1973 [= SB III 7263],” 
ZPE 61 [1985] 125–126.) 

11: §kl]Ês̀[aw]? Swallowing of magical writings: F. Pradel, 
Griechische und süditalienische Gebete, Beschwörungen und Rezepte des 
Mittelalters (= RGVV 3.3 [Giessen 1907]) 128–129, commentary 
on SupplMag 75.3. In the lacuna at the right must have stood 
directions that the dosage could be repeated. 

12: tess̀[arakontãkiw is not to be ruled out. 
13–18: murikÆsion, a “muting spell” to make a man silent to 

a woman and therefore hated by her. The noun, attested only 
here, comes from the verb murikÒv “make mute” (commentary 
on SupplMag 55 D-G 1), which itself has occurred only in magi-
cal texts: PGM XIII 239–240 §ãn tina y°l˙w murik«s/ai prÚw 
êndra guna›ka µ êndra prÚw guna›ka, “if you want a woman to 
be mute before a man or a man before a woman”; SupplMag 55 
D-G 1–2, 7, 17 mur¤koson (for -vson) (aÈtÚn) Xixoei<n> ... 
kat°nanti ÑErm¤ou, “make Chichoïs mute ... before Hermias”;4 

 
4 The text at SupplMag 55 D-G 17 has tonomurikoson (for -vson), ac-

cording to the editors a new compound verb, “make mute the volume of the 
voice,” now recorded in LSJ Suppl 2. The compound may be doubted, how-
ever: see my “Il testo greco di una gemma magica dall’ Afghanistan (?) nel 
Museo Pushkin, Mosca,” in A. Mastrocinque (ed.), Gemme gnostiche e cultura 
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and no doubt at 95 ↔ 4 ] murik̀[. The writer of PGM XIII 638 
muri{k}≈tate may well have been influenced by such a root. A 
Latin example of a muting spell: DTAud 139. We may think too 
of Papageno. 

13–14: lab≈n is so common at the beginning of magical 
recipes (cf. line 1) as to be virtually certain here and in 21. 
“(Zeus) Ombrius’ moisture” here, if correctly restored, is an 
elevated expression comparable to PGM IV 225 zÆnion (hapax) 
Ïdvr “Zeus’ rainwater”; cf. also I 287 spondØ épÚ Ùmbr¤ou Ïda-
tow, VII 224, VIII 72 Ïdvr ˆmbrimon, and SupplMag 90 D 3 
Ïdati Ù̀m̀[. Lines 14–16 suggest that something was to be put 
into (?) the water and that after (?) forty days a creature was to 
be found there that had blood and skin and a name that was 
masculine or neuter. My restorations, “tadpole” and “toad,” 
are only exempli gratia, as is the covering for the vessel (for the 
creature must not jump out), and in fact I have supplied frËnon 
“toad” rather than bãtraxon “frog” only because it fits the 
available space slightly better. According to Dr. Clarke (see 
n.1), the maturing tadpole, an “occasional eater,” could well 
survive for forty days in rainwater, and almost always it is the 
male frog or toad that sings to its desired female. In SupplMag 
55, referred to above, which includes the wish 5–7 “let Her-
mias hate Chichoïs,” both muted and hater are to be affected. I 
have therefore assumed two operations here: the woman’s 
name to be inscribed on the toad’s skin, then the man’s on an 
¶lasma; even if this latter is previously unmentioned, the 
restoration in 17, with its definite article, seems inescapable. 
May we speculate that as toad is to human swain, uncroaking 
toad is to silenced swain who is to be scorned? This silencing 
seems to be the purpose of inscribing the man’s name on the 
tablet, along with his “croaks”: abrak braba[     c.6     ]/abraba 
[—] (cf. Ar. Ran. 209ff. brekekek¢j koãj, etc.).  

As for the tadpole that the recipe calls for, if indeed the 
restoration is correct, not only does the sex go unspecified but it 
is hardly likely that the operant could have been expected to 
distinguish male from female in this early stage of growth. This 
___ 
ellenistica (Bologna 2002) 62–69, at 66–67, where I propose that tono- may 
be the remnant of a lexical note calling for a name.  
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is to say that it is not to be assumed that the adult into which it 
grew would be a singing male, or that the point of the drawing 
of the blood to inscribe its skin was necessarily chiefly to kill this 
particular animal and thus to silence it: the “magic” must have 
lain elsewhere.   

Pliny tells us (HN 32.50), in any case, that authorities try to 
outvie one another in relating marvels of the toad; indeed, 
although I have no parallel for the magical use of a toad nur-
tured in rainwater, frogs and toads are used in many operations 
of ancient magic (see e.g. M. Wellmann, “Frosche,” RE 8 
[1912] 113–119.)5 In a “muting spell,” the toad may be par-
ticularly appropriate, for Pliny goes on to say that if a toad is 
brought into an assembly of people, they fall silent. In addition, 
there is a recurrent story about silence supernaturally imposed 
on batrachia themselves: Aelian, for example, reports (NA 3.37) 
that the people of Seriphus claim that Perseus, tired from his 
struggle with Medusa and unable to sleep because of the frogs’ 
croaking, called on his father Zeus to silence them; from then 
on, frogs, even if introduced onto the island from elsewhere, 
were never again heard there. Others say that the hero was 
Heracles (Ant. Car. 4). Common to both legends, in either 
case, was Zeus as divine father—conceivably also in the later 
tradition that Martin Luther called on God (the Father?) to 
curse the frogs that were distracting him from his work on 
translating the Bible: to this day frogs croak not in the Schanz-
graben at Wittenberg (H. Bächthold-Stäubli, “Frosch,” HDA 
III 124–142, at 130). If this is the pattern, relevant may be the 
use of the liquid of Zeus himself, which would work on the 
principle of analogical magic: just as Zeus through his water 
mutes the toad, so too shall the toad’s blood and skin mute the 
man to be hated.  

16: âIta grã]con: space would allow katãgra]con or ÍpÒ-
gra]con instead.  

 
5 A German superstition about the toad (H. Bächtold-Stäubli, “Kröte,” 

HDA V 608–635, at 614), even if it does not involve silencing the person to 
be hated, may be relevant: if a witch wants to draw a man away from his 
wife, she puts a dead toad under his threshold; as long as it is there the man 
will hate his wife and love the witch. 
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19–26: For a katadesmos (curse tablet) to bring a woman to a 
man. Of lead katadesmoi we have abundant examples, from the 
late sixth or early fifth century B.C. through late antiquity. In-
troduction: †K. Preisendanz, “Fluchtafel (Defixio),” RAC 8 
(1972) 1–24, and D. Ogden, “Binding Spells: Curse Tablets 
and Voodoo Dolls in the Greek and Roman Worlds,” in V. 
Flint, R. Gordon, G. Luck, and D. Ogden (eds.), Witchcraft and 
Magic in Europe. Ancient Greece and Rome (London 1999) 1–90; 
bibliography: Preisendanz, op.cit., and my “A Survey of Greek 
Defixiones not included in the Special Corpora,” GRBS 26 
(1985) 151–197, and “New Greek Curse Tablets (1985–2000),” 
GRBS 41 (2000) 5–46 (also available at http://www.duke.edu/ 
web/classics/grbs/indices.html).  

20: “Whether she chooses or not:” cf. PGM IV 2251–2252, 
2255–2257, 2299–2300 tÚ de›na poiÆseiw, kín y°l˙w kín mØ 
y°l˙w in a coercive hymn to the lunar goddesses, but I have not 
found a similar expression in an erotic spell. 

21: Tin for such black magic is rarer than lead: we do find 
instructions at PGM IV 2213–2217 for inscribing a tin tablet 
§p‹ èrmatorakt«n “chariot-crashers” add.lex.), at VII 417–422 
for a kãtoxow, and at 459–466 for an erotic spell; see also Ph. I. 
Koukoules, “Mesaivniko‹ ka‹ neoellhniko‹ katãdesmoi, 1,” 
Laograf¤a 8 (1925) 302–346, at 305–306. Normally, the use of 
tin is protective, as at SupplMag 94.36–39 (against strangury), 
where the editors give examples.  

22–23: Lineage through the mother in magical texts: my 
“CIL VIII 19525(B).2 QPVVLVA = q(uem) p(eperit) vulva,” Philolo-
gus 120 (1976) 127–132, J. B. Curbera, “Maternal Lineage in 
Greek Magical Texts,” in D. Jordan, H. Montgomery, and 
E.Thomassen (eds.), The World of Ancient Magic (Bergen 1999) 
195–204. 

23–24: §n pã]s˙ peript[≈si (for -sei): the phrase is not paral-
leled in magical texts, but the restoration seems inevitable. ÉEp‹ 
(d¢?) tØn] / tãblaǹ [taÊthn §gxãrajon ka‹] ˜ti: «katad« etc.» is 
no more than a suggestion, and it may be objected that if the 
same tablet is referred to, repetition of tãblan and the verb is 
otiose. Another possibility is that the words of 24–27 are to be 
inscribed on a second tablet, of a different metal, e.g. Lab∆n] / 
tãblaǹ [molubd¤nhn, §gxãrajon ka‹:] «˜ti katad« (or §gx. k.] ˜.: 
«k.), etc.» 
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24: The first-person katad« is the verb par excellence of earlier 
curse tablets, particularly in Attic examples of IVa: see my “To-
wards the Text of a Curse Tablet from the Kerameikos,” in A. 
Matthaiou (ed.), ÉAttika‹ ÉEpigrafa¤. Praktikå Sumpos¤ou efiw 
mnÆmhn Adolf Wilhelm (1864–1950) (Athens 2004) 291–312, at 
307–308. Here we have its apparently single instance in a later 
magical text. 

24–25: In the papyrus formulae attention is given to the 
special languages in which divinities are addressed, e.g. in the 
instructions at PGM XIII 81–86 for the invocation of the 
Creator God: §pikaloËma¤ se, kÊrie, Ùrneoglufist¤ :::, flero-
glufist¤ :::, èbraÛst¤ :::, afiguptist¤ :::, kunokefalist¤ :::, flera-
kist¤ :::, fleratist¤ :::, “I invoke you, lord, in inscribed bird-talk 
‘…’, in hieroglyphics ‘…’, in Hebrew ‘…’, in Egyptian ‘…’, in 
baboon-talk ‘…’, in falcon-talk ‘…’, in hieratic ‘…’”; later the 
operant is to say §pikaloËma¤ se, tÚn tå pãnta peri°xonta, pãs˙ 
fvnª ka‹ pãs˙ dial°ktƒ, “I invoke you, who embrace all 
things, in every tongue and every dialect.” To this same god, 
who has an Egyptian name (153–154 tÚ d¢ fusikÚn ˆnoma 
afiguptist¤ :::), the Sun sings a hymn in “hieroglyphics” and 
Hebrew. 24–25 afigu]/ptist¤ is inevitable: is the conceit that the 
charaktêres of 25–26 represent Egyptian? Charaktêres such as these 
are not uncommon in magical texts, but of their meaning, if 
any, there has been no general study, a need stressed long ago 
by A. D. Nock, “Greek Magical Papyri,” JEA 14 (1928) 211–
235, at 235 (= Essays on Religion and the Ancient World [Oxford 
1972] 176–194, at 194). Aëtius Med. (12.51) preserves a note 
by the physician Philagrius (III/IVp) that implies, if he is refer-
ring to charaktêres of the type found in magical texts, that they 
were pronounceable: a drug under discussion is, they say (i.e. as 
one finds in recipe-books), more effective if while boiling it you 
spit once into the pot and once onto the ground. After this one 
finds, in such books, ÙnÒmata barbarikã, written in a curious 
script (per¤ergon §xÒntvn tØn grafÆn). “It seemed to me super-
fluous and inappropriate to copy them out, for the drug pre-
pared without the incantation (§p¤fyegjiw) works as well as that 
prepared with it.” We may think of a silver phylactery at Rome 
(G. Bevilacqua, “Iscrizioni greche magiche di Roma. Alcune 
espressioni cultuali,” SEL 20 [2003] 115–131, at 119), whose 
text includes l°ge plus several charaktêres. One of the papyrus 
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recipes cited above, for an erotic spell written on a tin tablet, 
calls for the charaktêres (PGM VII 464–465) 
 
 
to be inscribed; to the third, fourth, and fifth of these and to the 
two vowels followed by the last charaktêr may be compared the 
second, third, and fourth on the present papyrus and the 
vowels and charaktér beginning its line 26. 

25–27: Restoration of the Greek after afigu]ptist¤ only exempli 
gratia; cf. PGM XXXV 35–38 ırk¤zv se ::: ka[t]å toË megãlou 
xyon¤ou yeoË arivrÄ euvrÄ. Equally possible is e.g. k̀[atå t«n m. 
y.]. 

26–27: Restoration of the Greek only exempli gratia. 
28–end: An appeal to the Sun. The supplement Ïmnow at the 

beginning is only exempli gratia, for eÈxÆ “prayer” would equally 
suit; and §ntux¤a, here translated “intercession,” may mean no 
more than “encounter” or “audience.” For such encounters or 
meetings with the Sun see S. Eitrem, “Die sÊstasiw und der 
Lichtzauber in der Magie,” SymbOsl 8 (1929) 49–53. The 
syntax of poie› d¢̀ [ka‹] pãnta ::: ˜sa y°leiw §ntugxãnein is 
somewhat awkward, the result perhaps of a scribe’s being 
distracted by the insertion of the examples in the prÒw phrases. 

31–32: Ekmhf as an independent vocable seems new here (a 
deformation of perkmhm—line 41 below—without the Egyptian 
definite article?); we find similar letters in PGM O 2.24 
zanekmht, and the sequence forms part of Satraperkmhf just 
afterwards (32), which is itself well attested (XII 185, 917; F. Ll. 
Griffith and H. Thompson, The Demotic Magical Papyri of London 
and Leiden [Oxford 1921] 22v 4; other examples: R. D. Kotan-
sky, Greek Magical Amulets I [Opladen 1994] 48.2) and has at-
tracted theories as to its meaning, possibly “house of darkness” 
or “lord of darkness” (Brashear 3596). Is Afy a deformation of 
Fya? If so, perhaps the three letters following it are part of the 
name: cf. PGM XIII 1056 Paiy: Fya. 

32–33: The Sun young when rising, old when setting: I 33–
34 ı prv˝aw nearÚw ka‹ Ù[c¢ pres]bÊthw (cf. IV 1695 dÁw Ùc¢ 
g°rvn). In Egyptian texts the Sun in his heavenly journey is 
called the child Kheper at daybreak, the man Re at noon, and 
the old man Atum at nightfall: J. Gw. Griffiths, “Solar Cycle,” 
in D. B. Redford (ed.), Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt II (Ox-
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ford 2001) 476–480, at 477. 
33–34: Heaven as a dancing-floor: PGM IV 1628, XII 183, 

LXXVII 12–13; cf. my “Two Papyri with Formulae for Divina-
tion,” in P. Mirecki and M. Meyer (eds.), Magic and Ritual in the 
Ancient World (Leiden 2002) 25–36, at 33.  

34: The expression “(seated) above the Cherubim,” familiar 
from the Bible as a description of the god of Israel (e.g. in the 
doxologies at LXX Isa. 37.16 and Dan. 3.55), also appears in 
the magical papyri: at PGM VII 634 as an epithet of Menôphri 
(Th. Hopfner, “Orientalisch-religionsgeschichtliches aus den 
griechischen Zauberpapyri Ägyptens,” ArchOr 3 [1931] 119–
155, 327–358, at 140: “der schöne Anlegeplatz” = Mn-nfr 
“Memphis”?) in an invocation of the Memphite Asclepius and 
at XIII 255 (~ 334) in an invocation of the Sun, in which the 
speaker claims that he himself sits above the Cherubim. 

34–35: I have not seen this spelling, Elveu, of the angel-
name; it is surely a variant on the Elvai, Elve(i), etc., in the 
magical texts: cf. PGM XXXVI 42 Iav Sabavy AdvnaÛ Elvai 
Abrasaj, which associates E. not only with Jewish celestials 
but, as here, with the familiar Abrasax, calling them all kÊrioi 
êggeloi. “Abrasax” seems also to be an appellation of the Sun 
in a doxology at VII 505–521.  

39: The traces at the end of the line are incompatible with sÁ 
‰ ı. 

40: A recipe at PGM LVIII 1–14 for a ritual diabolê and 
DTAud 188 (Rome?, IVp?), itself based on this recipe, refer to 
the impiety of burning Osiris’ papur≈n, which ordinarily 
should mean a papyrus patch (cf. mãrayon/maray≈n “fennel/ 
fennel-patch,” s¤kuow/siku≈n “cucumber/cucumber-patch,” 
etc.) and is so defined by LSJ, but J. Gw. Griffith (in my 
“Magia nilotica sulle rive del Tevere,” MedAnt 7 [2004] 693–
710, at 694 n.3) urges per epistt. that on Egyptological grounds it 
is likelier there to mean “papyrus boat” (indeed Aquila, in his 
paraphrase of the story of Moses in the bulrushes, calls Moses’ 
boat a papure≈n). The context is too fragmentary to tell us 
what the word means here: the Sun’s heavenly boat? 

41–42: pr[kmhm restored after SupplMag 44.3–4 perkmhm Biou 
Biou Bibiou, whose editors explain it as Egyptian for “house of 
darkness;” it may be related to the -pe]rkmhf of line 32. Biou: 
PGM V 484, XIII 1058, XVI 63. Bibiou: I 129–130, II 123, 
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XII 81, XIII 325, XIXa 2, DTAud 269.14. Both: SupplMag 
44.3–4. Suggested meanings: Brashear 3585. 

42: E.g. ˆnomã §stin 1 `]anati. 
43: E.g. […w sÁ ‰ l]amprÒw, fllarÒw, [oÏtvw ka‹ §m¢] po¤hso(n) 

etc., “just as you are resplendent, happy, so too make me re-
splendent, happy.” 

45–46: The reading ˜p]v`w` (46) is not at all certain, but it suits 
the context and has led me to supply either ırk¤zi (for -zei) in 
45, with Iaevb- as subject, or ırk¤zv “I adjure you in the name 
of Iaevb-.” The long palindrome here is frequent: Brashear 
3587. 

47–48: M¤yraw as an appellation of the Sun: PGM III 462 
ÜHlie M¤yra, IV 482 ı m°gaw yeÚw ÜHliow M¤yraw; cf. H. D. 
Betz, The “Mithras Liturgy” (Tübingen 2003) 98–99.  

Sou/[marta] m̀arb`a xarba:̀ PGM IV 1805 soumarta: marba: 
karba:, O 2.21 soumarta maja karba (cf. also XIXa 44 zer 
mabe xaxar?) in “fetching” spells. Soumarta has been inter-
preted as “protector:” Brashear 3599. 

49: Or afi∆n i.[ or afivni.[. 
50: Restored after lines 8–9. 
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